
Specialist Heat Treatments
For the control of Bed Bugs and other insects

A brief explanation of our service to give the client peace of mind.



Leading the way with Heat Treatments

We are so condent in our heat treatments, we provide a guarantee with every job. 
If the problem isn’t totally gone we will return absolutely free of charge.

Eggs              Nypmh & Larval                                  Adult

KILLS ALL STAGES OF THE INSECT LIFE CYCTLE!

Welcome to the instant solution to your pest problem.

What is a heat treatment?

TThe heat treatment is a revolutionary treatment that guarantees to 
remove the pest issue through the application of dry heat to the 
affected areas. The treatment is quick and effective and unlike 
chemical treatments that can take weeks to fully eradicate the 
problem, the heat treatment will rid you of the infestation in the 
same day!

Why would you choose this treatment? - The Benets

It’s fast! - The quickest possible eradication, (hours rather than days or weeks).
It’s adaptable - We can treat multiple rooms or items with no limit on size.
It’s effective - Unlike sprays and fogs it kills all stages of the insect life cycle straight away.
It’s discreet - Our heaters can easily be hidden within the premises.
It’s convenient - Removes costs of disposing of and replacing items of furniture.
It’s safe - Reduced health and safety hazards from the heat process.
It’s easy - It requires little customer input.

JG Environmental Ltd



What can be killed using Heat?

What can be treated using Heat?

   Bed bugs

   Moths

   Cockroaches

   Woodworm & wood-boring insects

   Fleas

Our Heat treatment is so adaptable there isn’t much that we cant treat. 
We have treated, schools, royal heritage buildings, hotels, univesities and of course 
residential properties.

OOur Heat treatment services do not stop there, we are able to treat in a number of 
other different situations, such as infested lorry cabs, infested aircraft , food processing 
our mills, silos and shipping containers, or on a smaller scale, we regularly treat 
luggage for bed bugs or furniture for woodworm.

Same Day
 

GUARANTEED

Eradication




